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Jörg’s back
IS IT PORSCHE’S TURN TO GET BACK TO VICTORY LANE?



I
f there is safety in numbers, 
Michael Shank, 48, and his 
eponymous Racing team live 
with danger. Competing for 
outright 2015 TUDOR United 

SportsCar Championship race wins, 
his No. 60 Curb Records Michael Shank 
Racing Prototype team is the only full 
season entry for both the Ligier chassis 
and the Honda engine.

Yet, Shank doesn’t feel lonely. In fact, 
in some ways he rather enjoys going 
his own way. “There are a couple of 
challenges,” said Shank. 

“From a parts stand point, when we 
need parts, it’s a challenge. We have a 
lot, and we’re typically in good shape, 
but if we have a big crash like we did 
at Sebring, having parts alone is a 
problem.”

“Secondly, continuing to fight the 
BOP (balance of performance) between 
the P2 and the DP, I’m the only one that 
really cares now. So, on that side of it, 
not to have somebody with me on that 
can be tough. 

“Having said that, it’s not a huge 
issue right now.” Shank’s team won the 

pole at the season opening Rolex 24 At 
Daytona and has two podium finishes. 

The depth and experience of his 
Columbus, Ohio based team gives 
Shank the confidence to take some 
risks.

“We’ve been together a very long 
time. We have 99% continuity within 
our team members since we started this 
team,” said Shank. 

“Everybody already knows the 
strengths and weaknesses, it’s already 
predetermined so that’s our greatest 
strength. We had to learn a new car, but 
we didn’t have to learn new people so 
to speak. Onroak (Ligier) embedded a 
couple of engineers with us at different 
points but they fit in just fine.

 “We’ve had a lot of cars in the 11 
seasons we’ve been here, but the P2 
was a totally different piece and we’re 
still learning about it every single day,” 
continued Shank.

Still, being a solo act carries some 
risk, but Shank also sees the upside.

“The risks are that nobody would 
want to drive a prototype car no matter 
what it is,” said Shank.  

“The positive is that I believe if you’re 
going to come into prototype racing 
you’ll really want to do it in a P2 car. So 
somebody that’s never done prototype 
racing in America, this car is THE car to 
be in or a car similar to this. I have that 
and that’s our future as we head into 
2017. The bad thing is that we just need 
more people to be in our series.”

Despite taking on a powerful 
foursome of Chevrolet Corvette DPs, 
plus the revamped Mazda and the Chip 
Ganassi Racing Ford EcoBoost entry, 
Shank is optimistic as he considers the 
team’s prospects for the Sahlen’s Six 
Hours of The Glen.

 “There are a couple of tracks - Long 
Beach and Detroit - that our cars aren’t 
super well suited for so there is a little 
bit of that, but we get that back when 
we go to tracks like The Glen, Canadian 
Tire Motorsport Park and Circuit of 
The Americas,” said Shank, referring 
to some of the fastest circuits in North 
America. 

After all, Jill Scott sings, “One is the 
Magic number” and being atop the 
podium is never lonely. 
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T
he first 15 races in 
TUDOR United SportsCar 
Championship history have 
seen 15 different drivers 
capture the GTLM class 

pole position.
That amazing streak should tell you 

two things according to BMW Team 
RLL’s Dirk Werner, the latest to join the 
pole position honor roll.

 “Fifteen different pole winners in 
15 races is an incredible record and 
it tells you that there are a lot of good 
drivers and that all the teams and 
manufacturers are very, very close,” said 
Werner, who teamed with co-driver Bill 
Auberlen to take the class win at Long 
Beach. 

“This is great competition.”
While the poles have been 

widespread, the factory dominated 
GTLM class has produced a stirring 
game of high stakes leapfrog when it 
comes to winning the races. 

That may suggest that the Sahlen’s 
Six Hour at Watkins Glen may be the 
perfect opportunity for Porsche and Jörg 
Bergmeister to jump to the fore.

The Porsche North America factory 
team opened the TUDOR Championship 

in 2014 with big wins in the first two 
events, the Rolex 24 At Daytona and the 
Mobil 1 Twelve Hours of Sebring. 

But, just when it looked like the 
Porsche team may be unstoppable, 
Corvette Racing reeled off four 
consecutive wins, taking Long Beach, 
Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca, Watkins 
Glen and Canadian Tire Motorsport 
Park before the midseason adjustment 
of performance shuffled the deck. 

That saw the rise of the Viper and 
Risi Ferrari teams, who combined to 
then split the next four races, with 
Viper scoring wins at Indianapolis and 
Circuit of The Americas while Risi’s 
Giancarlo Fisichella and Pierre Kaffer 
claimed victories at Road America and 
Virginia International Raceway. 

Then to further stir the mix, the 
Falken Porsche of Wolf Henzler and 
Bryan Sellers hopped to a win at the 
2014 season ending Petit Le Mans at 
Road Atlanta.

The game continued as the 2015 
season opened with Corvette, which 
had gone without a podium over the 
last five races in 2014, leaping back 
to the front with Jan Magnussen and 
Antonio Garcia taking the first two 

races in the new season at Daytona and 
Sebring.

Finally, after posting five second 
place finishes in the first 13 TUDOR 
Championship races, the factory BMW 
Team RLL got on the board in a big way 
at Long Beach with Bill Auberlen taking 
the pole and Werner the fastest race lap 
as they combined for the team’s first 
TUDOR Championship win. 

Their BMW teammates John Edwards 
and Lucas Luhr then backed that up by 
leading a big 1-2 BMW finish at Mazda 
Raceway Laguna Seca.

With all the GTLM teams but Corvette 
Racing taking advantage of the long 
24 Hours of Le Mans schedule break, 
competitors have refined, tested, 
simulated and thoroughly prepared for 
Watkins Glen. 

With teams narrowly bunched within a 
few hundredths, the smallest gains in lap 
times, consistency, pit stops and overall 
performance can pay big dividends.

So, as BMW will look to make it three 
in a row, the Porsche, Risi Ferrari, Falken 
Porsche and Corvette Racing teams are 
ready to make their next moves and 
continue the best game of leapfrog in 
racing today.
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Leapfrog!
Is it  
Porsche’s 
turn again?



D
rivers get the glory, but the people behind the scenes are critical to 
success in the TUDOR United SportsCar Championship. We asked 
some of the most successful hidden heroes the hardest and the best 
parts of their jobs. While they all face the same ultimate challenges, 
each sees his role in a slightly different way. 
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5
Bill Riley
Riley Motorsports No. 33 in GTD 

“The toughest part of my job is being 
able to respond and react to problems.”

“You plan and prepare, but the busi-
ness of racing is so fast paced, that every 
morning I have four or five emails that 
came in overnight from France regarding 
our Le Mans plans or something new. The 
plan is constantly changing. Racing is a 24 
hour business and the races are intense.”

“In the race, how do you respond to 
problems? How quickly can you react and 
recover?”

Gary Pratt
Corvette Racing No. 3 and No. 4 in GTLM

“The hardest part of my job is not 
being as involved in all the ‘hands on’ 
parts and having to allocate resources and 
decide which projects to do and which 
not. Our guys always have lots of ideas 
and things to try or explore. You can’t do 
everything at once so you need to focus on 
a few things, but the competition is very 
high and everyone is pushing.”

“The best part is winning. It takes a 
total team to win.”

Champion driver Jan Magnussen says, 
“Gary can talk to each guy on the team 
and understand any issues. He knows how to do it 
himself. He sees the big picture, but he knows every 
part of the car and every job.”  

There is only one time that Magnussen doesn’t 
look forward to talking with Pratt. “Dan Binks, my 
crew chief, is usually on our radio. If Gary is on my 
radio, then I know there is a bigger problem,” says 
Magnussen.

Brian Pillar
Wayne Taylor Racing No. 10 in Prototype

“The most difficult part of my job is 
dealing with yellow flags that come during 
the race, specifically, yellow flags when we 
are leading the race. Every time a yellow 
flag comes in, there are multiple ways to 
win a race and you need to quickly make 
a decision of what is the best way for you. 
You run the risk of the leader staying out 
and having the entire field pit and you 
also take the stress of being the leader and 
pitting out of the lead, potentially sacrific-
ing your race from the fastest car. That is 
clearly the most stressful part of my job.”

“The most important part of my job has 
to be the final set up of the race car. All the work we 
have done during practice. You need to have a good 
car that gives the driver the ability to win the race or 
be in a position to take advantage of strategy. It is also 
very important since I often have two different drivers 
that want different things and picking the best car 
that will give the drivers the best chance to win the 
race at the end or the starting driver to put the car in 
the lead.”

Dave Sims
Risi Competizione No. 62 in GTLM

“To me the best is when the team is 
really working well like our Risi guys are 
right now. The guys themselves really gel. 
They start to think together. They discus 
things together and there are no rotten 
apples to contaminate the barrel. The guys 
are super.”

“They know how important pits stops 
are so they practice three times a day at the 
shop. They love to practice.”

“A big thing is the guys are all trustwor-
thy. We know that we can trust them. We 
don’t have to say, guys we need to work 
late, they know. They know the work that 
needs to happen and they want to get it done.”

Sims develops a race plan with team principal 
Giuseppe Risi and then helps formulate the Risi team 
race strategy in the pre-race meetings. In the actual 
race, he defers to race engineer Rick Mayer and data 
acquisition maven Don Shaver to make the calls. 
“They track the fuel windows, the tire usage and Rick 
makes the call,” said Sims. 

“We don’t have big discussions on the pit box. 
Rick talks to the Michelin engineer and they decide 
on tire changes, compound changes or extra stints. 
There is no panic. I want one voice on the radio to the 
drivers and that is Rick. Too many voices cause too 
much confusion.”



6 FAST FACTS

T
he 2015 Le Mans 24 Hour 
race did not start well for 
Corvette Racing. Following 
a heavy crash in Thursday 
evening qualifying and 

unable to make the necessary repairs 
on site, Corvette Racing was forced 
to withdraw the No. 63 Corvette C7.R 
of pre-race favorites Jan Magnussen, 
Antonio Garcia and Ryan Briscoe.  

Magnussen, who was uninjured, 
is a four-time Le Mans winner and 
co-driver Garcia has three Le Mans 
wins. Together, they had posted six 
GTLM class wins in the previous 
thirteen TUDOR United SportsCar 
Championship races, including the 2015 
Rolex 24 At Daytona and the Mobil 1 
Twelve Hours of Sebring and lead the 
2015 series driver’s championship. 

What happened next, to paraphrase 
Apollo 13 mission commander, Gene 
Kranz, would become Corvette Racing’s 
finest (24) hour. 

The three withdrawn drivers and 
their entire crew united to encourage 
and support the sole remaining No. 64 
Corvette, driven by teammates Oliver 
Gavin, Tommy Milner and Jordan Taylor.

After winning four races and the 
2012 American Le Mans Series GT 
Championships and taking a pair of 
wins early in 2013, Gavin, a four time 

Le Mans winner and 2011 winner 
Milner, were inexplicably blanked in 
their last 21 starts and were ravenous. 
So was former Grand-Am Rolex Series 
champion Jordan Taylor, making his 
fourth Le Mans start with Corvette 
Racing.

Still, with seven Le Mans wins to 
its credit, the talented and highly 
experienced Corvette Racing team, led 
by Gary Pratt was not to be written off. 

Now, in its second full season of 
competition, the Corvette C7.R had 
proven both fast and reliable taking the 
two big endurance races at Daytona and 
Sebring to open the season.

So, as Corvette Racing program 
manager Doug Fehan, technical 
director Doug Louth, Pratt and the 
entire team headed to the starting 
grid, Fehan thought not of the tension 
or pageantry, race simulations and 
strategies or the 12 months of planning 
and preparation for the world’s biggest 
race. Instead, he recalled John Belushi’s 
line from Animal House. “It ain’t over 
‘til we say it’s over!” 

Gavin started seventh in the GTE Pro 
class field and brilliantly carved his way 
to fourth in his opening stints. Milner 
picked up the torch and carried the 
Corvette to the lead in a furious dice 
with a pair of Aston Martins. Taylor 

continued the momentum with a 
strong triple-stint.  

Without a sister car to share data, 
open tactical options or provide support 
in traffic, Corvette strategists Louth and 
Fehan and the drivers were at a distinct 
disadvantage as they matched tactical 
moves, driver stints and rotations and 
tire strategies against factory competitor 
teams who could pursue multiple 
options.

Hour after hour the tightly bunched 
GT field stormed the 8.47 mile circuit 
at qualifying lap pace. Aston Martin, 
Corvette and Ferrari each led as the 
battle see-sawed back and forth through 
the night as Porsche lurked within 
striking distance for a late charge.  

Corvette and Ferrari were on 
overlapped strategies heading into 
the final two hours when the Ferrari 
encountered a mechanical issue and 
dropped five laps, leaving Gavin a clear 
run to the finish.

Indeed, with the odds heavily stacked 
against them, Corvette Racing had 
delivered a virtually perfect race to claim 
its eighth victory at Le Mans in what may 
have well have been Corvette Racing’s 
finest (24) Hour.

Heading to the podium to claim their 
prize, Fehan texted a friend. “Now, it’s 
over because we say it’s over.” 



Oh Sonny day
Dane Cameron on the first 

overall race victory for the No. 31 
Whelen Engineering Corvette DP. 

“People come and go in this 
sport, but Sonny Whelen and his 
group have supported the sport 
for so many years. They’ve had 
success everywhere they have 
raced, but it was a big step up to 
prototypes and now we are all so excited to give them their 
first overall win.”

TEAM AMERICA!
Americans Patrick Dempsey 

and Patrick Long finished second 
in GTE Am at the 24 Hours of Le 
Mans and were joined on the class 
podium by the Scuderia Corsa 
team of Jeff Segal, Townsend Bell 
and Bill Sweedler. 

Ford’s big announcement that it will enter two new Ford 
GTs in the TUDOR Championship and two in the World 
Endurance Championship and unveiling of the race car drew 
strong support and positive responses from media, fans and 
even the competition. Their first race will be the 2016 Rolex 24 
At Daytona. 

7FAST FACTS
“I’ve decided that if I get a tattoo, 
I’m going to get my Mom & Dad’s 
signatures. Because they are the 

artists that created this masterpiece.”

Wayne Taylor racing’s Jordan Taylor TalKing aBoUT THe PossiBiliTy oF geTTing soMe Body “arT”

Friday, June 26, 2015
8:00 am - 8:45 am Practice #2 - CTSC

9:00 am - 9:20 am Qualifying - IMSA Lites

9:35 am - 9:55 am Qualifying - GT3 Cup

10:10 am - 10:40 am Qualifying - LBST

11:00 am -12:00 pm Practice #1 - TUDOR (All Classes)

1:00 pm - 1:15 pm Qualifying - CTSC ST

1:30 pm - 1:45 pm Qualifying - CTSC GS

2:05 pm - 2:35 pm Race #1 - IMSA Lites 

3:00 pm - 3:45 pm Race #1 - GT3 Cup 

4:05 pm - 5:05 pm Practice #2 - TUDOR (All Classes)

5:25 pm - 6:15 pm Race #1 - LBST 

Saturday, June 27, 2015
8:05 am - 8:50 am Race #2 - IMSA Lites 

9:10 am - 9:55 am Race #2 - GT3 Cup 

10:15 am -11:15 am Practice #3 - TUDOR (All Classes)

12:25 pm - 2:55 pm Race - CTSC 

1:00 pm - 1:45 pm TUDOR Autograph Session

3:40 pm - 3:55 pm Qualifying - TUDOR (GTD)

4:05 pm - 4:20 pm Qualifying - TUDOR (GTLM)

4:30 pm - 4:45 pm Qualifying - TUDOR (PC)

4:55 pm - 5:10 pm Qualifying - TUDOR (P)

5:35 pm - 6:25 pm Race #2 - LBST 

6:50 pm - 7:35 pm Race #3 - GT3 Cup

Sunday, June 28, 2015
8:00 am - 8:20 am Warm Up - TUDOR (All Classes)

10:10 am - 4:10 pm Race - Sahlen’s Six Hours of The Glen 
for the TUDOR United SportsCar 
Championship 

Ford is back!
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CORVETTE

Gavin/Milner
Corvette Racing • Chevrolet Corvette C7.R
GT Le Mans Michelin
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PORSCHE

Bergmeister/Christensen
Porsche North America • Porsche 911 RSR
GT Le Mans Michelin

912

CORVETTE DP  

Fittipaldi/Barbosa
Action Express Racing • Corvette DP
Prototype Continental

5

FERRARI

Fisichella/Kaffer 
Risi Competizione • Ferrari F458 Italia
GT Le Mans Michelin

62

CORVETTE DP

Westbrook/Valiante 
VisitFlorida.com Racing • Corvette DP
Prototype Continental  

90

24
BMW
Luhr/Edwards 
BMW  Team RLL  • BMW Z4 GTE
GT Le Mans Michelin

Look back at the last round of the series at Mazda 
Raceway Laguna Seca where BMW triumphed

Smartphone 
scan
code 
here
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FORD RILEY DP

Pruett/Hand
Chip Ganassi Racing • Ford Riley DP 
Prototype Continental

01

HONDA – LIGIER

Pew/Negri Jr. 
Michael Shank Racing • Ligier JS P2   
Prototype Continental

60
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CORVETTE DP

R. Taylor/J. Taylor 
Wayne Taylor Racing  • Corvette DP
Prototype Continental

10

MAZDA

Long/Miller
SpeedSource • Mazda 
Prototype Continental
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